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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the metalinguistic skills of adults

with a low level of literacy, and_compares them with the

skills of more litera.te adults who are similar in back-

ground and years of schooling. Aspects of segmental

awareness related to sentences and words were investig-

ated in 60 adults, using a highly structured interview.

Errors of segmental awareness were made by all subjects;

the number of errors varied with literacy level.

The types of segmentation which gave most difficulty

were those concerned with identifying 'units within

units', the smaller the units being segMented, the

greater the difficulty. Errors occurreembst cammonly
where the segmentation is to some extent a cpriv-ention of

the writing system. Subjects' syllabifications of

certain words and their treatment of contractions were
shown to vary,with literacy level. The paperdiscusses

adults' segmental awareness in relationi to :. results

found in children. It also discusses the effects that

literacy has in giving people greater flexibility with

language and an additional way of operating on language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1 . 1

We can carry out the primary functions of language,

speaking and listening, without any particular reflection on

or awareness of the language we are using. Language is the

medium used to achieve other ends, such as communication,

and normally we do not need to focus on the form of language

to achieve these ends.

Even though we do. not need to focus on the form of-l-an-

guage in order to speak it, we are able to become aware of

many aspects of linguistic functioning. We can do this in

various ways and it serves many uses,ranging from spontane-

ous self-correction in speech to sophisticated 'punning and

joke telling. Several aspects of this metalinguistic aware-

ness have been studied,especially in children. (see, for

example, Sinclair et al 1978.)

One place where some awareness is necessary,where the

forms of language need to become concrete, is in learning to

read and write. When learning to read and write we normally

do this by focussing on language as an object independent of

the medium of speech.This has been stated by several

researchers, e.g Mattingly 1972,Downing 1979.

In this paper we concentrate on one particular linguistic

skill, the ability to segment speech into discrete units,

and awareness of this skill. Speech,consists of a continu-

ous stream of sound and in understanding speech one of the

first tasks of the skilled hearer is to analyze it into

appropriate length units. Learning to segment speech appro-
priately is one of the major tasks for the language learner,

whether child or adult. Thus, segmentation is involved in-

the primary linguistic activities of hearing and speaking.

However, awareness of these abilities may or may not be nec-

essary for speaking and hearing. In our writing system, in

learning to read some awareness of the segmental structure

of the langUage is necessary. As well as requiring some

awareness, the act of learning to read also provides some

.
information about the segmental structure of the language:

our writing system provides an explicit segmentation of the

language into word length units and gives information about

the phonemic structuFe.of the language.

We will refer to awareness of the segmental structure of

language as segmental awareness. The paper -examines the

segmental awareness skills of adults with a low level of

literacy anci-compares them with the skills of more literate

adults who are similar in background and years of school-

ing. The,paper discuss.es what awareness literacy gives

adults. It discusses adults' awareness in relation to the'
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results found with -children, in an attempt to disentangle

the effects of literacy from the effects of general cogni-

tive development. The data come from highly structured

interviews of adults attending adult education classes.

1.2

Most studies of segrnentation abilities have been of

children, and it is to these studies that we first turn for

hypotheses of potental difficulties that adults might have.

There are many aspects of the segmental structure of English

which children find difficult arid where non-literate adults

might be expected to experience difficulty. These revolve

around the difficulty of breaking units of speech into

smaller units. Thus, children experience difficulty in

breaking sentences into phrases, and phrases into words;

they have more difficulty breaking words into syllables and

most difficulty breaking monosyllables into sound segments

(e.g. Fox & Routh 1976; see also review by Clark 1978).

When breaking sentences into parts, the specific places

where children haVe difficulty include: nouns with arti-

cles, such as a desk, and verb forms, such as j.. drinking,

and have ig 12 (Holden & McGinitie 1972; Karpova 1977).

-Below the level of the word, as well as difficulties with
eegmentation, we can also look at the nature of the syllabi-

fications. When 'breaking Words into syllables there are

often alternate ways that the words can be syllabified.One

particular situation which is of interest when- discussing

literacy concerns words where the spoken form differs from

the written form in terms of syllabic structure. An example

of this is family which has a presumed underlying form of 3

syllables and is written with 3 syllables; however, in nor

mal speech the reduced vowel is eliminated and the word is

pronounced with 2 syllables. (Such words have been studied

in children by Ehri & Wilce, in press.)

The child research provides one source of hypotheses of

potent-ial difficulties which adults might have and which

might be dependent on levels of literacy. Another source of

hypotheses is to look at what specific cognitive skills lit-

eracy might bring. There is the widespread assumption

that,with age, people develop abilities to handle more

abstract,logical concepts and to distance themselves from

immediate events.. This also implies the ability to reflect

on one's own activities. A few psychologists have suggested

that these abilities may be critically dependent on the

acquisition of literacy and experience with written or

'schooled' language (Vygotsky 1962;Olson & Nickerson 1978).

Olson C Nickeridn develop this in detail, arguing that the

experience of seeing language written down objectifies it; .

- 3 -



this encourages the attitude of seeing 'words' and

'sentences' as things that l'xist in their own right, that

can be held in mind, reflected upon, moved around and rela-

ted in different ways.

If we apply the general idea that literacy gives the

ability to 'hold in mind' to the problem of segmental aware-
ness, then the specific areas where we might expect non-lit-
erate adults to experience difficulty areC repeating a sen-
tence word for word; slowing down to say a sentence one word

at a time (although linguists assume this not to be a prob-

lem for adults, e.g. Sapir 1921; Lyons 1968); and identify-

ing a specific word'in a sentence.

2. SUBJECTS

Subjects were adults attending adult education classes.

The following criteria were used for including subjects in

the study: they had to be monolingual; to have been educated

in the United States; not to have attended school beyond

high school (apart from the classes they were currently

enrolled in ); and to have no known speech, hearing or other

motor problems. They were interviewed within one month of

beginning classes. Participation was voluntary. There were

60 subjects and for the analysis they were divided into

three groups of 20 subjects, according to their reading

level. The grade equivalent reading levels were taken from

records of tests administered when they entered the classes.

The lower level students were specifically attending liter-

acy classes, while those in the-higher groups were taking a

variety of basic education classes.

The criteria for assigning subjects to the groups

were:the basic level students had to have reading levels

below fourth grade and the high level group had to be above

seventh grade ( with the me&ium group coming between these

two levels). We will refer to the basic group as the non-

literates.This is not completely accurate since they could

read to some extent. It would be very difficult to study

completely non-literate adults with an appropriate control

4:group. We accepted up to fourth grade level for the basic

group because there appear to be qualitative changes in

reading beyond this level (see,for example,Gleitman E Gleit-

man 1979). This also meansthat the subjects in the basi,c

group were at the same reading level as the subjects in much

of the child research. The high level subjects acted as a

literate control group With similar backgrounds and level of

schooling. Their level of reading was adequate to be con-

sidered completely literate and was appropriate for their

level of schooling (see Hunter C Harman 1979).
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3. THE INTERVIEW

The subjects were interviewed individually.

views lasted approximately. 40 minutes and

recorded.

The inter
were tape

. The interviews were highly structured and were concerned

with various aspects of metalinguistic awareness, They con

sisted of: questions on the segmentation of sentences,

phrases and words; definitions and judgments of words; judg
ments of oral and graphic items; and background questions

concerning attitudes to language and education. This paper

deals exclusively with the data on segmental awareness and

we will describe in detail here only the parts of the inter

view related to this. ( Other parts are described in Hamil

ton & Barton 1980). This method, of using a structured

interview, seemed to be the most appropriate for adults.

The exact form of the interview evolved from extensive

piloting.

All the questions on segmentation were presented orally.

The subjects were presented with a sentence and asked va-ri

ous questions about it:-- The quesfions were based on the

likely areas of difficulty discussed in section 1.2. In

addition, we had analyzed the written work of adults attend

ing literacy classes and we included types of errors found

in their writing. These were phrases with a unitary meaning

and compound words which were composed of words. Piloting

with highly literate adults suggested that contractions were

confusing and we included some examples of these. Examples

of all the items were mixed up and put into sentences. To

ensure that the sentence strucures were familiar to the sub

jects, the sentences were adapted from the written work of

students . (The interviewer always said the sentences and

phrases with normal conversational intonation.) For exam

ple, the interviewer asked the following questions:

Can you say this sentence back to me 'Everything's going to

be different'.
Now can you say it one word at a time.

How many words i that?
(If answers to the first two questions were inconsistent:

'Can you counf them out?')
What's the first word?
Can you break it into parts?
What's the last word?
Can you break that into parts?

There were six such sentences and most of the segmentation

data were collected inAhis part of the interview. The six

sentences were:
j. feel bett r today.

imy ig kg myself.
Everything's akina to kg different.



She didn't krow where to catch Ihg t ain.
pe's always oetti_n_s_ into Imgmlig.
ay family means g lot 12 mg.

In addition, in a later part of the interview where judg
ments were being elicited, some items were also rel.evant to

the segmentation questions. This was where subjects were

asked whether specific words and phrases were words, and if

so, how many words they consisted of. The items 'were more

gx. less, rock anA roll, around and enough. Two words which

had to be broken into parts, samis_r_lahle and miah, also came
from this later part of the interview.

Thus, the interview covered several different aspects of

segmental awareness. In all, the items on segmentation were
as follows: (The numbers in parentheses are the number of
instances of each. Since each word served several functions

in the interview, there are different numbers of instances
for each variable.):

1. Difficulty repeating a sentence word for word C 6

items).

2. Difficulty slowing down when saying a sentence one
word at a time ( 6 items).

3. Forgetting part of a sentence when\saying it one word

at a time (6 items).

Difficulty with the task of 'counting the number of

words in a sentence C 3 items).

5.. Specific errors in counting the number of words in a
sentence ( 3 items). Note the difference between this

and the previous variable: there can be apparent
difficulties with the task of counting without there
being errors in counting.

6. Inconsistency between when segmenting to give the

sentence one word at a time and when segmenting to
'count the number of words in the sentence C 3 items).

7. Segmentation errors. It is difficult to give the num
ber ofpossible segmentation,Ax.rors in the sentences.

We have taken the number of ffems as the number of

problems deliberately included in the sentences ( 15

items).

8. Problems identifying specific words in a sentence,

such as the first word or the third word ( 5 items).



9. Errors in identifying the numbers of words in phrases

and words ( 4 items).

10. Difficulty in breaking multi-syllabic words into syl-

lables ( 5 items).

11. Difficulty in giving the first sound in words ( 4

items)..

12. Difficulty in breaking monosyllabic wards into sound

segments ( 2 items).

4. RESULTS

4.1 OVERALL SESMENTAL AWAREkESS

The grade equivalent r-....ading levels for the subjects in

the three groups were as fctllows:

Basic level (20 subjects) 1-3.9 mean 2.7

Medium level (20 subjects) 4.0- 7.3 mean 5.8

High level (20 subjects) 7.5-12.0 mean 9.1

The groups did not differ in mean age or in years of school-

ing.. Overall, the mean age was 28.0 years and the mean

school grade completed was 10.5.

In the whole interview there were 62 instances where sub-

jects could exhibit difficulty with segmentation or make

errors of segmentation. The errors and difficulties which

each subject had were scored. By combining these items, we

have an overall measure, Segmental Awareness, which we can

use-to see the extent to which adults make errors-,- and the

relation of errors to literacy level. The mean number of

errors made by subjeCts in the different groups are given

in Table 1. ( Changes attributable to dialect or changes in

the treatment of contractions were not counted as errors.)

From Table 1 we can see that adults do make some errors and

that those with higher reading levels make significantly

fewer errors.

Mean * of errors
per subject.

TABLE 1

Overall segmental awareness.

basic medium high significance
of difference

13.40 10.35 7.40 p<.001
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4.2 COMPONENTS Q. SEG_NENTAL AWkRINESS

Having established that the segmental awareness score
varies with reading level, we next turn to the components of
this overall score. *hat are the components from section 3
which give rise to errors? The mean numbers of errors for
the various components are given in Table 2. They have been
grouped together in terms of whether there was a significant
difference between reading levels. (The significance levels
were computed from the raw scores. The scores have been.,,.

converted to percentages here.so that there can be a compar-
ison between the variables.)

There are several questions which we can ask of the data
in'Table 2. Which components give significant differences
between the basic readers and the high readers? Which compo-
nents in absollate terms give the most difficulty to the

basic readers? Which components in absolute terms give the
most difficulty to the high readers? Where there are
errors, how are they spread through the groups; for example
do all subjects make a few errors or are the errors all
attributable to a few subjects? We will answer these ques-
tions by looking at each variable in turn.

TABLE 2

Percentage of errors for.each component.

Percentage of errors
component basic med high all sig.

Number of words 52.5 41.3 17.5 37.1 p<.001

Identifying words 32.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 p<.001

Segmentation errors 22.0 19.3 12.0 17.8 pv.005

Words into syllables 30.0 18.0 8.0 18.7 p<.025

Forgetting sentence 10.0 7.5 1.7 6.4 p<.02

Syllables into parts 50.0 35.0 32.5 39.2 n.s.

Repeating sentence 4.2 0.8 0.8 1.9 . n.s.

Inconsistency 23.3 23.3 11.7 19.4 n.s.

Slowing down 16.7 16.7 18.3 17.2 n.s.

Diffic. counting words 16.7 11.7 18.3 15.6 n.s.

Errors counting words 15.0 6.6 15.0 12.2 n.s.
,

Giving first sound - 10.0 21.3 15%0 15.4 n.s.

The first five variables gave significant differentes
between the groups.
akmkgm 21 words. This was the variable which gave the most
significant difference betWeen the groups. This variable

8



consisted of four questions where subjects were asked for

the number of words in a word or phraie, and if incorrect

they were asked to give the words. The items were rock and

roll, pore 2L less, enough and around. With the first two

the error consisted of failing to count the conjunction;

with the latter two it consistet of treating each word as

two separate words. Subjec-ts ih the.basic group were incor-

rect about half the time, and their errors were spread

through all four items. Only four subjects in the basic

group made no errors. In the high group there were far fewer

errors and they were confined almost completely to rock lal

roil (6 errors) and pore ar. less ( 5 errors). There were 3

errors with around and none with enowoh. (In this disc' ,-

sion, unless otherwise mentioned, the results for the medium

grouP came between those for the basic group and those for

the high group.)
Identifying saecific words. Subjects were asked for spe-

cific words in a sentence, such as the second word or the

last word. There were few errors where the requested word

was the first word (5X), more when it was the:Aecond word

(10X), and most when it was the last word (35.8X). In the

basic group, the errors.were spread throughout the subjects.

Ho subject in the high-group made more than one error.

Sepmentatiork errors. These were the segmentatidn errors

which subjects made when they were asked to say the sen-

tences one word at a time. Subjects at all levels made

errors; only four subjects in all made no errors, one in the

basic group and 3 in the high group. The errors will be dis-

cussed below where we look at the specific errors made.

Breakina words lato syllables. This was a measure of the

difficulty which subjects had in breaking down multi-sylla-

bic words into pari:s. There mexe 5 words and all posed some

difficulty. In the basic group 5 subjects never had any

problems, while in the high-group 14 never had any problems,

5 had one problem and one had 2 problems. These probleme

were spread throughout the _words.
.forpettino part 21 a sentence. This consisted of the sub-

ject forgetting part of the sentence when asked to give it

one word at a time. In the basic group 11 subjects made no

errors, 3 made one and one made 2 errors. In the high group

the only errors came from 2 subjects who each made one

error. (As in all of these variables which covered all 6

sentences, there were no effects of the order of presenta-

tion, e.g. there were not more difficulties associated spe-

cifically with the first sentence.

The next 3 variables contributed to the significance of

the overall error score in that there were more errors in

the basic group than in the high group. However, the dif-

ferences in the separate variables were not significant.

8reakino sYlLables into parts. This consisted of breaking

a monosyllabic word into parts. There were only two

instances of this in the interview and had there been more

9
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the difference between the groups might have been

significant. Subjects were asked 'Can you break... iWi'n

parts?' The difficulty usually consisted of the subjects

saying something like 'It's only one syllable so I can't

break it into parts' or 'I can give you the letters but not
the sounds'. The interviewer then persuaded the subject thatfl

it was possible;all except 3 subjects finally broke both

words into parts:
Reoeating sentence. This consisted of having problems

repeating word for word a sentence which the interviewer had
said once. There were very few errors on this.

Inconsitignay. Subjects were asked to give a 'sentence one
word at a time. They were then asked to count the words. An

error occurred when subjects segmented inconsistently on

these two occasions. There were a few errors in all groups

on this.

With the last four variables there was no evidence of

differences between the three groups of subjects in terms of

the mean number of errors.
Difficulty slowing down. This was difficulty in slowing

down when asked to give a sentence one word at a time. There

were a few errors and they were spread 'throughout the sub-

jects.
Difficulty counting words. This was difficulty in counting

the number of words in a sentence. .

Errors Ahla counting wo_rds.- This was when there were spe-
cific errors of counting the words in a sentence.

Difficulty giving ihg first sound. This was difficulty

with giving the first sounds in words. There were very few

difficulties. It was very common for subjects to give the

letter names rather than the sound (37% of instances). The

groups differed in this, with letter names being used sig-

nificantly more often in the basic group (p<.001). When

letter names were given, the subjects were asked for the

'sound not the letter' and if they answered correctly this

was not counted as a difficulty.

In summary, the components which gave rise to he most

errors and where there were differences between the groups

were, firstly, those measuring word segmentation (segmenta-

tion errors and number of words), and, secontdly, those ,..17on-

cerned with measuring smaller units within a whole (identif-

ying a specific word in a sentence;breaking words into

syllables; and breaking monosyllables into sound segments).

We can characterize these as being problems of identifying

'units within units'. In general, the smaller the unit

being broken into parts, the greater the difficulty.An
exception to this was identifying the first sound in a word,

which did not give a particularly high level of difficulty

and which did not distinguish between the groups. The expla-

nation for this may lie in it being a highly practiael
schooled activity; it may be to do with the high salience oi

- 10 -



initial sounds; or'it may be related to the specific items

tested. Reiembering a sentence and repeating it one word at

a time gave low error rates, but,nevertheless, still gave

differences between the groups. Problems with slowing down

and counting the number of words were found in all three

groups, with no differences between the groups.

4.3 NATURE 2L THE immumuLad FRRORS.

Turning now to the nature of the segmentations, there are
two places where we can examine how subjects segmented:

i) the segmentation errors when breaking down sentences and

phrases into words.
ii) the syllabifications of multi-syllabic words.

The segmentation errors andthe number of subjects making
them are given in Table 3. We have grouped them into dif-

ferent types of errors. The first group, consisting of 7

errors we will refer to as 'errors of convention'. They are

( except for enough) composed of two parts each of which

exists as a separate word in English. It is, to varying

degrees, a convention of EiAglish writing that each of these

compound words is spelled as one word. (See below.)

The second gnoup of errors are those where a phrase with

a unitary meaning has not been correctly analyzed into its

component words. (Recall that these words and phrases were

not part of the sentences. These items came later in the

interview and the errors here are in response to the ques-

tion 'how many words is that?'.) The third group is where

two words have been treated as one. The first two items in

this group. a Lot and la bA, have most of the errors. Com-

pared with the other items in this group, such as going,

they too can be regarded as conventional: they usually

appear together, whereas the other items appear in sentences

in many combinaticinv. The last group is where a multi-syl-

labic word has been broken into syllabl.es, Of the 250 seg-

mentation errors, the majority occurred in the first two

groUps (80%). In these two groups there were also clear and

significant differences between the various reading levels

with the basic level readers making the most errors (conven-

tion errors p<.001; analysis of phrases p<.05).

The ways in which subjects treated contractions were net

regarded as errors and any changes in the contractions were
not included ia the data on segmentation errors. However,

they do give further evidence on people's boundaries of what

constitute words. There mere three contractions in the sen-

tences: didn't, he's and everything's. All three were

always pronounced as contractions by the experimenters.

Didn't was kept as a contraction throughout by all subjects

1 2



TABLE 3

Errors of segmentation:number of subjects making each error.

MYSELF as 2 words
EVERYTHING as 2 words
INTO as 2 words
AROUND as 2 words
ALWAYS as 2 words
TODAY as 2 words
ENOUGH as 2 words

ROCK'f: ROLL as 2 words
MORE OR LESS as 2 words

A GOT as 1 word
TO BE (sentence 2) as 1 word
TO BE (sentence 3) as 1 word
TO CATCH as 1 word
IS GOING as 1 word
THE TRAIN as 1 word
DIDN'T KNOW as 1 word
TO ME as 1 word

EVERYTHING as 3 words
BETTER as 2 words
FAMILY as 2 words

basic medium high
14

14

12
10

7

3

12

8

15

14

8

9

7

6

S

a

7

6

7
2

2

1

o

6

14 10

3 2 4

4 1 3

2 2 2

1 0 1

o 1 2

2 0 o

o 1 o

1 1 0.

2 o 1

o 1 o

1 o o

except for one person who first gave it as a contraction but

who expanded it to two words j when asked to give the .

sentence one word at a time.*There was mu.ch more variability

with he's and everything's. How people treated these con-
tractions is given in Table 4. What we are comparing is how

they treated the contraction when they first repeated the

sentence with how they treated it later when they gave,the

sentence one word at a time. They were faced with the prob-

lem of whether or'not to treat the contraction as a word.

Three strategies were adopted: they kept the contraction as

a word; the subjects expanded it to two words; or_they omit-

ted the LI (a recognized dialect form in Black English:see

Cullinan 1974).
Zverything's. The experimenter always said the contracted

form. Only 12 subjects always did this. Some changed it from

the beginning, either expanding it or omitting the LI. In

all 30 subjects were consistent in treating it in the same

way throughout: The other subjects gave Ls when repeating

the sentence; later,when giving it one word at a time, 15

expahded it to 11, 12 omitted the LA and 3 were variable and

uncertain in their responses.

1 2 -
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TABLE 4

Subjects treatment of contractions

basic medium high total

EVERYTHING'S
'S thruout 2 4 6 12

IS thruout 3 6 4 13

deleted thruout 3 1 1 5

'S becomes IS 5 4 6 15

'S becomes deleted 6 3 3 12

variable 1 2 0 3

HE'S
'S thruout 2 8 12 22

IS thruout 2 1 0 3

deleted thruout 2 0 0 2

'S becomes IS 6 5 6 17

'S becomes deleted 8 4 1 10

variable 3 2 1 6

BALI. There was a similar pattern with he's. The

experimenter always said it as he's. Twenty two subjects

always did this. A further five changed from the beginning,

either expanding it or omitting the The others gave LI

when repeating the sentence: when giving it one word at a

time 17 expanded it to ig and 10 omitted it; the remaining 6

were variable and uncertain in their responses.

Turning to differences in terms of reading level, there

were two tendencies which are kipparent in the data. For both

he's and everything's more high level students accepted the

contraction as a word when giving the sentence one word at a

time. More basic level students omitted the 's.

There were 4 multi-syllabic words which.subjects were

asked to 'break into parts'. These were words where the

pronunciation suggested by the spoken form differs from the

ordinary written form in some way: family, different, every

and comfortabtg. When asked to break such words into parts

do people do it according to the written or the spoken form?

The number of subjects pronouncing each word as spoken or

written is given in Table 5. From the table we can see that

although the words differ a great deal in the extent to

which they are treated as written ( and one of them, every,

does not conform to the trend), the high level readers gave
significantly more 'written' syllabifications than the basic

level readers. Overall,however 'spoken' syllaidifications

were given more often than written ones and even the high
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level readers gave written syllabifications on only about

half the instances.

TABLE 5

Number of subjects syllabifying words as written.'

basic medium high overall

FAMILY 7 9 14 30

DIFFERENT 3 8 12 23

COMFORTABLE 0 4 9 13

EVERY 4 3 1 8

We also included in the interview 2 monosyllabic words,

rich and catch which subjects were asked to 'break into

parts'. These are two words with different spellings but the
same final sound. We scored the breakdowns of these words as
to whether they included a /t/ sound in the segmentations.

(These were sounds not letters; if,as common,4,happened,
people gave letters, they were asked for 'the sounds, not

the letters'.) Three subjects included a /t/ sound in rich

and 2 included a /t/ in catch. Thus, in relation to the

orthographic forms, we found no dilference in the segmenta-

tions of the 2 words.

5. DISCUSSION

Our results show that, in terms of our measures, metalin-
guistic awareness in adults varies with literacy level.z We
have characterized the areas which give most difficulty and
where there are differences according to reading level as

being those of identifying 'units within units'. (Other

types of metalinguistic awareness appear not to vary with

z We also found segmental awareniel-to vary with reading

level in a group of 26 Spanish-English bilingual adults.

There was no difference in overall segmental awareness

between these bilinguals and a group. of monolinguals

matched for reading level. This will be reported else-

where. Another subject population we have looked at, but

only briefly, consists of 15 highly educated adults, with

at least 4 years of college.(They differ from the subjects

reported here in terms of schooling,literacy level and

overall ability.) They have fewer segmentation difficul-
ties, but nevertheless do make some errors. .
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literacy level - as in Cole 1980.

Hamilton E Barton 1980.)

See the discussion in

The segmental errors which adults makeLmost often are the

ones which we have c4lled conventional - where an element of

convention enters into the decision as to whether tIr not the

form should be written as one word. Even among non-literate

adults there are very few examples of other segmentation

errors. In this, the.adults' errors are qualitatively dif-

ferent from those iound with children, where, for example,

errors are found in collapsing phrases such as drink into

one unit. Where we "recorded such errors, in 38.67. of

instances the subjects also had difficulty in slowing down

on the whole sentence; we did not count these cases as

errors of segmentation. Such interference may also be found

in the child data and our findings provide support for the

idea that children's errors are sometimes attributable to

other problems with the task than just segmentation, cf.

discussion in Holden & McGinitie 1972; Downing & Oliver

1974.

Linguists decide if a sequence of speech in a language

constitutes a word by combining grammatical information with

the fact of whether the form can occur freely in a sentence

or whether it is always bound to another form. It is not

always a simple matter to apply these criteria." In English,

one of the places a linguist would experience difficulty

segmenting the language into words is precisely with cases

such as the errors of convention, mentioned above. These

exist as problems because the grammatiaal information and

the distributional criteria do not give a clear-cut solution

to the particular segmentation problem. Thus, in making con-

ventional errors, our subjects are grappling with the same

problems of segmentation which linguists typically find dif-

ficult.

The way in which people dealt with contracted forms also

varied with literacy level: literates were more likely to

treat them as one word, and from their comments they

appeared to be influenced by the orthographic form of con-

tractions. With the syllabification of multi-syllabic words,
literate adults were more likely to give written forms; nev-

ertheless, they gave the spoken forms on about half the

instances. With the two monosyllabic words which differed in

orthographic form but not in pronunciation, there were no

differences ip how they were broken into sound segments. In

Ehri E Wilce's study of children (in press), one method of

presentation oriented to written language gave differences

between such words, while another oriented to spoken lan-

guage did not. This shows that the methodology used can

have subtle effects on responses.



It is not that literate adults have a oLifierent way of

segmenting, but rather they have an additional way of seg-

menting. They have the choice of analyzing the spo.ken form

or the written form, and depending on the situation, they

will use either one of the ways. Literacy gives an addi-

tional way of operating on language. The most striking way

in which this was demonstrated did not come from any indi-

vidual results, but pervaded the whole interviews: this was

tMe greater flexibility of subjects in the high group. They

would often comment on the ambiguity of the segmentations
but,, nevertheless, would come up with a solution that one of

them was 'correct': with the conventional errors they often

commented that either slolution was possible; with the sylla-

bifications they realized'thaA- there were two possibilities

but gave the written form as being 'correct'. Examples of

people's comments are: everythina -"That's one word, but

it's made up of two words." every -"That breaks into Awo

parts, Ix and Ly, no wait a minute, I forgot how it Was

spelled, it should be AR, 11 and L.2, that's three parts."
around. -"That's one word here."

In general, the skills giving the most differ,ences

between literacy levels are the ones where the skills

involved are most specifically related to literacy,such is
breaking a word into syllables or sounds (cf. Morais et al

1979). The ones not distinguishing between groups are the

ones where the skill, although related to literacy, is a

more general skill,such as remembering a sentence. It seems

that literacy gives very specific, skills,as Cole (1980)

argues from his work, rather than a general change in peo-

ple's mode of thinking. The components in our study which

we derived from the hypothesis of literacy giving the abil-

ity to 'hold in mind',such as repeating a sentemce, did not

generally vary with literacy level. These too are less spe-

cific skills. It may be that schooling, rather than liter-

acy per se is important for developing these abilities.

Where we have found differences, lie have interpreted

these aspects of awareness as being related to literacy,

rather than to schooling or general ability. The question

inevitably arises as to whether awareness enhances reading

ability or whether reading enhances awareness. Since both

reading and metalinguistic awareness consist of many differ-

ent skills, the answer is likely to be that they interact:

that a ,certain amount of awareness is a prerequisite for

reading and that reading then provides additional insights

into language. The way to investigate this is to look at

very specific skills within the whole constellation of

metalinguistic skills. Some beginnings have been made.This

approach has been taken by Downing (1979) who has looked at

the types of awareness which are prerequisites for reading;

by Ehri (1979) who has looked at the intSraction of reading

and awareness in syllabification; and by Cole (1980) who has

- 16 -
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investigated some metalinguistic skills crossculturally. In

our own studies, we have shown that certain aspects of seg-
mental awareness are related to literacy, while others are

not.
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